Introduction
During the normal processing of a program implemented in Java, references to objects will be created and lost. When an object cannot be reached from any currently active object then that object becomes a candidate for garbage collection and will eventually be garbage collected. To facilitate the clean-up of resources associated with garbage collected objects, Java allows a finalize method to be defined. If defined, the finalize method will be run at some time after the object first becomes unreachable ('finalizable') and before the object is garbage collected [Gosling et al. 1996] . Beyond these constraints it is generally not possible to predict when a finalize method will be run-Java does not even guarantee finalize invocation order.
This uncertainty raises a host of issues for the Java programmer by opening substantial scope for unexpected behavior unless great care is taken with the use of finalize. However, in the context of transactions, such as are found in persistent Java [Atkinson et al. 1996 ], more serious issues of correctness arise as a result of the mismatch between the arbitrariness of finalize invocation semantics and strict temporal notions of atomicity and serializability that are associated with transactions. These issues have serious implications for the implementor of a persistent Java virtual machine. This paper explores these issues and identifies strategies for dealing with them.
Finalize: Why would we?
The finalize method enables a programmer to write a method which will perform clean-up operations before an object is collected by the garbage collector. Consider the example of a resource manager which is responsible for handing out resource objects upon request, where only a finite number of resource objects can be in a usable state at any given time (because each ties up a finite resource such as a file handle, for example). To overcome the possibility of not freeing their associated resources correctly, the objects which are handed out can have the finalize method implemented, allowing the resource manager to be informed that the object has been released. The resource manager can thus free up resources associated with that object, allowing a new object to be allocated upon request.
The finalize feature can thus be compared with C++ destructors. The primary distinction is that while in C++ the call to delete and the invocation of the destructor is synchronous and tightly coupled, the act of making an object unreachable (finalizable) in Java and the invocation of finalize by the virtual machine are asynchronous and arbitrarily coupled.
Issues
The asynchrony and arbitrary temporal coupling between an object moving to the 'finalizeable' state and having its finalize method invoked is clearly at odds with the stringency of the temporal semantics of transactions. We have identified two problem areas that arise when transactions and finalize are brought together. First, the temporal decoupling of the cause-effect relationship that exists between making an object unreachable and invoking the finalize method raises the question of in what transactional scope the finalize method should be invoked. One might imagine that both events should occur within the same transaction in order to preserve the atomicity of the transaction, however this neither strictly necessary nor practically realisable (a full garbage collection would have to be forced at each transaction commit). The act of making an object unreachable can be thought of as a simple, stand-alone, change of state for that object and the execution of the finalize method can be thought of as a distinct (although causally related) event. The question remains as to what transactional context (if any) the finalize method should be executed in. One solution is for the VM to run finalize methods in subsequent transactions. Note that upon cleaning up an aborted and rolled-back transaction it may be necessary to run and then roll-back finalize transactions associated with any objects created in the aborted transaction to ensure that external resources such as file handles that were consumed in the course of the transaction are freed.
The second problem relates to the implication that the gap between finalizability and the invocation of finalize has on reachability. Objects which are not reachable from any 'live' object may be reachable by the finalize method ('finalizer-reachable') of an otherwise unreachable object (including itself) and should thus not be garbage collected [Gosling et al. 1996] . The notion of finalizer-reachability has significant implications of garbage collection for persistent Java as it becomes necessary to extend the notion of persistence by reachability to include finalizer-reachability.
Oh no, where have the finalizers gone?
In this section two problem scenarios are examined. These scenarios are used to give step-by-step examples of both problems outlined in the previous section.
Problem One: The temporal mismatch
In this problem an object that was previously held in the persistent store becomes unreachable from any persistent root, and as such becomes finalizable. At some point the finalize method will be run-this example shows how such an event can be dealt with.
1. A transaction is initiated. A programmer defined resource manager and a resource object are created and made reachable from a persistent root.
2. The transaction is successfully completed and the objects are written to the object store.
3. A subsequent transaction is initiated which retrieves the object that references the resource object. The reference, (assume it is the only reference), to the resource object is severed. The resource object becomes a candidate for finalization and subsequent collection.
